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1. Legal Quotes
"Punishment is justice for the unjust." [Saint Augustine]
“When the President does it, that means that it is not illegal." [Richard Nixon]
"What power has law, where only money rules?" [Gaius Petronius, 66AD]
2. Legal short
The judge had just passed a verdict against a certain lawyer's client. The following day the lawyer rushed
into the judge's chambers. ” My Lord, I just found out new information and I would like to file an appeal.”
“What did you find out?”, asked the judge. After a few moments of silence the lawyer responded, “Well I
found out my client has another R300 000.00."
3. Inspiring quote
“Try, and fail, but don't fail to try.” [Vinod Khosla]
"If you can't fly, run. If you can't run, walk. If you can't walk, crawl. But by all means, keep
moving." [Martin Luther King, Jnr]
"Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try just one more
time." [Thomas A Edison]
4. Enclosed balconies in sectional title properties
Do enclosed balconies in sectional title schemes become part of the section of the owner (in
which case the participation quota –the size of the owner’s unit seen as a percentage ratio compared to
the sizes of all units in the scheme- (“PQ”) will be higher) or do they remain part of the common
property, but for the owner's exclusive use?
If the habitable space in the unit increases (in terms of section 24 of the Sectional Titles Act), the PQ of
the unit is higher which will result is a higher monthly levy for the unit.
To establish whether the habitable space forms part of an exclusive use area or not, one must check the
sectional plans of the scheme.
If the balcony is not depicted on the sectional plans as an exclusive use area, the owner would require a
special resolution of the body corporate to extend the floor area of his section. This resolution
would have to be called for at a special general meeting and the owner would also have to amend the
sectional plans. This is done at the owner's expense and these amended plans must then be submitted to
the Deeds Office. The new PQ factor will be calculated based on the additional square metreage added to
the unit.
If the owner encloses his balcony without consent, he is contravening the Act and he can be compelled to
restore the unit to its original state at his own expense. If he refuses, the trustees can then call for
arbitration or a High Court application which will force him to do so.
Having had sight of the sectional plans, the trustees may determine that the enclosed balcony is
merely an enclosed exclusive use area. In this instance all that is required is written
permission from the trustees.
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